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Restrictions on Access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Source
Transfer.

Citation
[after identification of item(s)], Institute for Comparative and International Studies records, Emory University Archives, Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library, Emory University.

Processing
Collection Description

Administrative History
The Institute for Comparative and International Studies (ICIS) was founded in August of 1998 with the primary goal of fostering international and comparative studies across the Arts and Sciences division by enhancing international and comparative scholarship, teaching, and by developing new programs and activities.

The Institute was also given administrative responsibility for a number of previously independent units within Arts and Sciences including: the Center for International Programs Abroad (CIPA), the Emory Center for International Studies (ECIS), the Institute for African Studies (IAS), Asian Studies (AS), Latin American and Caribbean Studies (LACS) and Russian and East European Studies (REES).

At the beginning of the 2008-2009 academic year, the Institute was restructured and became the Institute of Critical International Studies. ICIS was closed in the spring of 2009.

Scope and Content Note
The series consists of annual reports for the Institute of Comparative and International Studies beginning with the 1998-1999 academic year and ending with the annual report for the 2007-2008 academic year with the exception of reports for 2003-2004 and 2006-2007.

Arrangement Note
Arranged chronologically.

Finding Aid Note
Finding aid available in the repository.
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